
Ark
Practical, Comfortable 
and Flexible



Ark

Gentle arches, plump cushions and an 
airy base are all dominant character 
traits of  Normann Copenhagen’s new 
modular sofa design, Ark. The design 
plays with curves and volume, giving 
Ark its recognizable features for an 
expression that is simultaneously mini-
malistic and full of  depth. 

Ark appears almost as a sofa built solely 
from cushions, alluding to its soft, wel-
coming expression. The design seems 
to be divided into smaller, pillowed 
sections. The seat, back and armrests all 
appear to be separate, neatly arranged 
pillows. This unique composition con-
tributes to Ark’s embracing expression, 
while the simplicity of  the design radi-
ates sophistication and elegance. 

Cushioned Modules in 
An Airy Expression



Collection Overview

Ark Modular Sofa
100 Left Armrest

H: 77 x L: 90 x D: 89 x SH: 43 cm

Ark Modular Sofa 
150 Corner

H: 77 x D: 89 x SH: 43 cm

Ark Modular Sofa
120 Right Armrest

H: 77 x L: 90 x D: 89 x SH: 43 cm

Ark Modular Sofa 
110 Center

H: 77 x L: 80 x D: 89 x SH: 43 cm

Ark Armchair
H: 77 x L: 100 x D: 89 cm

Ark



Description
Ark is built using a spring system and a combination 
of high-density foam, low-density foam and wadding, 
providing maximum comfort. The frame rests on 
slender legs made from powder-coated steel, 
elegantly lifting the sofa from the ground, making the 
design appear airy and light.

Designer / Year Of Design
Simon Legald / 2022

Material
Seat: Nozag springs, high-density foam, low-density 
foam and wadding filling
Legs and frame: Powder-coated steel 

Construction 
Nozag springs, high-density foam, low-density foam, 
wadding filling and powder-coated steel frame and 
legs.

Maintenance
Textile: Clean with textile or upholstery cleaner. 
Leather: Clean with damp cloth. Use the foam from 
warm water with soap flakes. Make sure only to use 
ecological or perfume-free soap flakes. Frequent 
vacuuming with a soft fitting is recommended both for 
textile and leather to preserve color and appearance. 
Please be aware that sharp objects can leave marks. 

Product Facts

Ark



Material Options

Ark

Steel legs and frame

Upholstery (all available in several colors)

Camira: Synergy, Main Line Flax, Aquarius, Oceanic and Yoredale
Kvadrat: Remix 3, Canvas, Steelcut Trio, Hallingdal, Divina, Divina MD, Divina Melange, Fiord, Vidar.
Sørensen Leather: Ultra Leather.

Black
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Contact
Normann Copenhagen

Niels Hemmingsens Gade 12, 1153 Copenhagen, Denmark
normann@normann-copenhagen.com

+45 35 55 44 59
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